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This slim volume is Tom Ersin’s 
introduction to his history of the Trump 
presidency. It’s a smart, succinct 
compilation of the dysfunction and 
disruption most people were too busy 
to keep up with because they had a life. 
The gravity of the depravity got by 
them. And let’s face it: Many of us were 
fooled. Donald takes full advantage of 
the reality in that famous saying: Before 
the truth can get its Ivanka Brand 
Women’s Lory3 Ankle Booties zipped 
up, the lie is halfway around the world. 
 
Trumpism: Why … is a compelling 
abstract of the most jarring presidential 
administration in American History. It 
recaptures the chronic reprobate 
behavior forgotten by the masses, that 
had made headlines, was widely 
decried over a news cycle or two, then 
had disappeared into the sea of 
Trumpian profligacy. No regular person 
could keep track of it all — which was 
the point, the plan. 
 
 
 

 
About the Author 

Tom Ersin holds an advanced degree from Trump University, having risen to its most 
enlightened (and expensive) Operating Thetan Levels. No, wait — that’s his Scientology 

training. Common mix-up. All seriousness aside, Ersin is a Macomb County, Michigan, 
long-time political observer, communications professional, and editor of current affairs 
online magazine GraniteWord. He’s written a half-dozen narrative nonfiction books on 

21st century U.S. politics. His turn-ons are running his dog, Bob Barker, and railing about the lack of critical 
thinking. Find out more at GraniteWord.com. Email him at tom@graniteword.com. 
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It’s all here in one place. Trump’s Presidency 
comprises 160-plus consecutive weekly roundup 
articles spanning 1,400-plus pages charting Donald’s 
administration from the perspective of a long-time 
avid political observer.  
 
Readers can think of it as an in-depth every-Thursday 
recap of all the news they were too busy to consume 
because they had a life and didn’t realize the depth 
of the dysfunction and degeneration. Trump’s 
Presidency comprises a sometimes humorous but 
serious chronological account of Mr. Trump’s time in 
the Oval Office, interspersed with quotes, headlines, 
and commentary. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When you 
see Ersin’s 

opinion you’ll know it. Much more often, when you see facts, 
quotations, and details, their accuracy has been backed up by 
careful research and citation. 
 
The first historical volume [2017-2019] covers the first half of 
Donald Trump’s presidency, featuring the Mueller 
investigation, Hurricane Harvey, Hurricane Maria, North Korea 
threat, Asia tour, Helsinki Trump-Putin summit, Brett 
Kavanaugh Supreme Court nominee hearings, and 2018 
midterm elections. 
 
The second historical volume [2019-2021] covers the second 
half of President Trump’s administration, featuring the 
Mueller report, Sharpie-gate, Impeachment No. 1 (extortion of 
Ukraine), COVID-19 pandemic, Black Lives Matter movement, 
2020 presidential election, Insurrection of January 6, and 
Impeachment No. 2 (Incitement of Insurrection). 
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Prologue: Willingness to Lie and Shock With Abandon  
(excerpt from Trumpism: Why Traditional Republicans Should Withdraw Support [2017-2021: A Primer] by Tom Ersin) 
 

“The system held but just barely.”  
 

(Lemire, Jonathan, White House correspondent; The Associated Press; 6/28/2021.) 
 
n the last months of the 2016 presidential campaign, my wife and partner, Norma, canvassed 

for the Democratic Party. She always has paid attention to current events, but what motivated 
her to volunteer this election cycle — as it did many women and other humans — was the threat 
of a Donald Trump administration. 

Throughout late September, October, and early November she reported to Macomb 
County Democratic headquarters each weekend in Mt. Clemens, Michigan, was assigned a 
walking partner and a map, and hit the streets talking to residents for three hours each Saturday 
and Sunday. 

The highlight of her tenure was a drop-in to fire up staff by legendary U.S. Rep. Sander 
Levin (D) of Michigan’s 9th District in Greater Detroit. She and Sander reminisced about my late 
dad and cousin working with him on past local party business. Gracing our mantel is a photo of 
the congressman and Norma commemorating Rep. Levin’s fall 2016 visit. 

On Election Day, Nov. 8, all Dem foot soldiers did extra duty, one final push to put 
Hillary over the top. They knocked on doors from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. At the end of that long shift 
they retreated to their command center for the last time, cautiously confident. 

Upon returning they were greeted with an announcement: Campaign bigwigs were 
reporting ominous internal exit-polling numbers for the Great Lakes State and they needed all 
hands for a late surge. Norma and the rest of her crew went back to the streets for another two 
hours. 

The rest is histrionics. 
__________ 
 
Watergate. The Civil War. These are milestones in history, when American democracy was 
threatened and stress-tested like few other times in the past 234 years. Until the Trump 
presidency. 

A perfect Stormy of electoral anomalies put Donald J. Trump in the White House Jan. 20, 
2017. His supporters will argue against these points until the (pro-Trump shibboleth) “Make 
America Great Again” cows come home, but it’s clear — crystal — in my mind. The storm’s 
components? 1) Proved Russian pro-Donald election interference solicited, welcomed, and used 
by the Trump campaign; 2) FBI Director James Comey’s misguided reopening (then reclosing) 
of the Hillary Clinton email investigation 11 days before Election Day; 3) a now-exposed last-
minute illegal hush-money payment to adult-film actor Stormy Daniels to keep her extramarital 
affair with Donald out of the grocery-store-check-out periodicals (which in the wake of the 
Access Hollywood hot-mic recording release surely would have sunk the campaign), and 4) 
Donald’s willingness to lie and shock with abandon.  

The capacity to possess literally zero integrity is a highly effective weapon, inherently 
immensely difficult to counter. And I don’t use the word literally lightly — or incorrectly. … 
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